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American woodcock

urr Oak Valley Preserve (BOVP)
is more than just a rare
dolomite prairie that you, our
donors, have learned about and supported
over the last several years. It also contains
high-quality oak woodland, savanna, and
forest, and we have plans to restore
additional acreages to match the quality of
the remnant timber stands.
With your help,
we’ve already come a
long way in restoring
the extremely rare
prairie remnants at the
heart of the preserve
and the savanna. When
we approached the
Arthur L. and Elaine V.
Johnson Foundation,
one of the things they
wanted to see in order
to fund this next phase
of the restoration, was
donor support! Because
of your commitment to
this restoration, the
Foundation awarded us a

$45,000 grant to continue our work! You then
stepped up with additional match for this
grant in our year end appeal! Thank you!
Next steps this year include continuing
to remove the invasive species from the
forest, woodland, and savanna surrounding
these priceless prairie pockets. Not only will
we be ensuring the survival of these habitat
types, but we will also buffer the very rare
prairie remnants from encroaching invasive
species by management through the use of
more regular fire intervals and selective
removal of overabundant species.
Many species of concern call Burr Oak
Valley home. One of the rare plants that will
benefit from this restoration is the statethreatened pale vetchling (Lathyrus
ochroleucus). This plant has found a home
on the wooded slopes of BOVP. Among the
many birds that make use of oak woodlands
are two species of conservation concern in
Illinois that rely heavily on this habitat.
American woodcocks are quite cryptic and
ground nesting. Their goofy “peenting” and
acrobatic displays could be a potential event
for us at the preserve this spring. The wood
thrush is another breeding bird of our local
Continued on page 5
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On-Site and On-line Nature Connections

H

ave you heard that there are workdays
at several NLI Preserves where
volunteers come together to improve
ecological health? Seeing the transformation
between a tangle of invasive brush and trees
to the more spacious and illuminated habitats
of which settlers gazed upon their arrival
can be more than quite rewarding! Indeed
Europeans moved into a relatively balanced
ecosystem, but our woodlands and prairies
were already managed for millennia through
interactions between Native Americans and
the many plants and animals that evolved
together on this land.
As we move forward with land protection
and restoration, human interaction with our
environment is a certainty. Managing what
NLI has already helped protect through
invasive species removal, native seed
collection and distribution, planting projects,
and wildlife monitoring are tasks too big for
just a couple people to do when expanded

across thousands
of acres.
Would you believe
that volunteers are
taking charge of these
efforts? There are
several site stewards
that lead land
stewardship service
days at Silver Creek
Woods Preserve and
Howard D. Colman
Dion Faith, Site Steward for Silver Creek Woods Preserve, throws invasive
Dells Nature Preserve. honeysuckle on a brush pile.
Stewardship service
You can become a site steward for
days also occur at Nygren Wetland and Burr
Natural Land Institute! Site stewards are
Oak Valley Preserves. Each of these preserves
dedicated to one preserve or a part of a
is larger than 100 acres, and are large
preserve and work closely with our staff to
enough to support simultaneous management determine which projects have highest
by many. Through the development of a
priority. On-site training can help new site
coordinated network of NLI staff, we can
stewards learn how to use the tools of
do the work to achieve our critical
restoration, and online resources such as
conservation goals.
LEARN! (Landowner Ecology and Restoration
Network) and the Illinois Botany group on
Facebook are both excellent forums to help
quickly answer questions about management
techniques and plant identification.
Please contact NLI today if you think
you might be interested in becoming a site
steward!
Below are links to the
aforementioned resources as well as a couple
others that might be of interest…
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
1928559444026512/ (LEARN!)

Photo: Chris Reisetter

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
illinoisbotany/ (Illinois Botany)
http://pvcblog.blogspot.com/
(Tom’s Blog – Pleasant Valley Conservancy)
https://www.prairiehaven.com/
(Native Habitat Restoration in Western WI)
Site Steward Chris Reisetter poses with volunteers for a selfie at a Stewardship service day
at Howard D. Colman Dells Nature Preserve.
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Stewarding the Land:
Managing for Millennia
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Amazing Gifts
Saving Us
Soooo Much Time!

Conservation@Home Member Profile

M

NLI
Photo: Laura Sjoquist

ira Lee and Howard Waitzkin
have lived in their current home
since 2012. In 2013 they started
planting native plants. NLI certified their
property in the summer of 2018 as a
Conservation@Home site. Even though
they live in town (Loves Park), their
home is on the Rock River and provides
a rural setting, especially with their
variety of wildflowers and trees.
Mira and Howard’s lot is long and
narrow extending from the street to
the river. Howard said, “Planning for natives
has been a little challenging, because the
river floods frequently, but when the soil
dries out, much of the land is in full sun.
There are many trees, mainly maples, on the
street side and on the river side before it
slopes down to river level. So we’ve planted
mainly woodland species on the street side
and in elevated areas on the river side, and
wetland species along the river that can
tolerate sun and dryness, as well as
flooding. We also have tried to achieve
blooms throughout the growing season. Mira
is a Master Gardener and did most of the
design and a lot of the work.”
Plants and seeds have gradually been
obtained from Wild Ones, local native
nurseries and friendly native gardeners.
“We’ve been surprised that our planning
worked well, including during and after the
four floods that we experienced in the last
1 1⁄2 years. At this point, the gardens appear
self-sustaining and mainly require thinning
and taking out occasional invasive species.”
Other conservation efforts on this site
include composting, use of rain barrels, bird
feeders, pollinator care, a greenhouse and a
small pond made from their old bathtub.
They use a hand mower for the remaining
grass and remove grass by lasagna mulch
and de-turfing without using any herbicides.
Pest control is by nematodes and mantises,
and they harvest maple syrup! (yum)
Reactions from neighbors have shifted

Howard Waitzkin in his native garden.
from unreceptive, including challenges from
local government, to mostly positive. They’ve
received mentoring from Wild Ones members
and have added other signs in their yard
from Wild Ones and other conservation
groups. Since then multiple neighbors have
expressed supportive comments and have
visited frequently, especially with children.
Their motivation for using native plants
in their landscaping has evolved over time,
and it is deeply connected with what they
see as challenges of our capitalist economy.
”Unexpectedly,” Howard said, “the
certification has proven much more meaningful
than we anticipated. Acting consciously to
embody our environmental values in all our
economic behaviors has become our only
hope for a sustainable future.”
To learn more about Mira and Howard’s
story, go to: NaturalLand.org/News P

Natural Land Institute’s Conservation@Home,
Work, and School programs give individuals,
businesses, and schools, the opportunity to
contribute to conservation efforts and
recognition for those that do. You may call the
NLI office at 815/964-6666 to get more
information and to request a brochure or visit
NaturalLand.org/Conservationatprograms.

is pleased to thank an
anonymous donor who has
assisted us with a large donation towards
the purchase of a skidsteer, with 3 different
attachments: a forestry mower, grapple and
a bucket. The forestry mower clears invasive
brush, such as keeping our open spaces at
Nygren Wetland to maintain habitat for
northern harrier (a state threatened species),
and helps with maintaining burn breaks; the
grapple will be used to pick up brush and
helps the staff and volunteers dispose of the
brush….and it can do in 10 minutes what 8
people can do in an hour! This equipment will
also help maintain trails and access. We will
be able to accomplish so much! We’re
working with Bobcat of Rockford on the
skidsteer purchase, who are giving us a
wonderful deal with this and also with the
Kubota we purchased a couple of years ago.

A portion of this generous donation
will also go towards purchasing a truck
and trailer to haul the skidsteer and
attachments, to different preserves. The
truck and trailer will also be used in burn
management, hauling the Kubota and ATV’s
for burns and other site management
activities for all our preserves. We also have
the Grand Victoria Foundation to thank for
contributing towards these purchases, as
well as income from our working lands. We
are still short of the total needed, so keep
an eye peeled for an opportunity to
contribute! Thank you to our anonymous
donor, the Foundation, and to Bobcat of
Rockford! P
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The Bluebird Trail at Nygren Wetland Preserve

Indian
Paintbrush
(Castilleja
coccinea) was
introduced at
Nygren Wetland
Preserve with
seeds from the
Exchange
Network.

Fruitful Rare Seed Exchange

E

arly this past December the Northern Illinois Native Seed
Exchange convened for their fourth annual meeting. We meet
once a year to trade hard-won seeds from rare and imperiled
plants, so as to facilitate their spread to as many preserves as
possible across the region. You can think of this as a sort of
insurance policy for each species. If a stochastic event were to wipe
out our sole remaining local population of a plant, hopefully our
neighboring agencies will have been able to establish satellite
populations in their own preserves from seed we’ve supplied them.
It is also useful to help stave off genetic bottlenecking. By
introducing genetics from a county or two over we are reinforcing
the resiliency of our own populations, allowing them to more
effectively adapt to an ever-changing environment. Lastly, it
enhances the diversity (and therefore quality) of our restorations.
More species in the mix means more resources for wildlife to draw
on—be it for food, cover, or nest building materials. All of this adds
up to healthier, more vibrant ecosystems that can meet the needs
of an ever-increasing number of species.
As has become tradition we move our meeting place from year
to year so that participants have the opportunity to see how their
partners operate. This year, the Natural Land Institute hosted the
event in our greenhouse at Nygren Wetland Preserve. While we
surely generate a valuable supply of plant material in our greenhouse,
the real treat of the day was travelling northward to tour Taylor
Creek Nursery’s facility. It was fascinating to see how plants and
seeds are produced on a commercial scale, and certainly sparked
some interest in how we stewards can streamline our own
production efforts. The day was capped with a tour of Nygren
Wetland and a discussion of the hydrologic engineering that has
shaped the preserve into the remarkable habitat that it is today.
Gathering so many ecologists in one place always yields interesting
conversation, and it’s safe to say that we all went home considering
some new ideas. P

id you know there is a bluebird trail at Nygren Wetland
Preserve? Eastern Bluebirds (Sialia sialis) are commonly seen in
open areas such as fields, backyards, golf courses, and of course,
prairies. Their main source of food is insects and in the fall and winter
they eat fruit including mistletoe, sumac, hackberries, pokeweed, juniper
berries, blueberries, currants, and many others. They like to nest in
cavities, both natural (woodpecker holes) and manmade boxes.
We appreciate the committed volunteers who have been
monitoring the bluebird boxes along the trail for several years. Thank
you to Rob Clark, Tricia Graham, Susan Heinke and Rich Toppe for
keeping an eye on our bluebirds at Nygren Wetland and for keeping
records of your monitoring activities.
There are 12 nesting boxes that are scattered throughout the
Anne Meyer Prairie Garden and the Hill Prairie. In 2018, 17 bluebirds
fledged. This turns out to be the exact average of seven years of
monitoring records. In 2012 only five birds fledged. This was a drought
year with extreme heat. The most bluebirds that fledged in a year, with
32, occurred in 2017. Each year we look forward to hearing from the
bluebird monitors about their activities and discoveries.
If you would like to learn more about species monitoring at
NLI preserves please contact Ed Cope, Restoration Ecologist, at
ecope@naturalland.org or call 815/601-4665. P
Inset Bluebird Photo: Michael Descamps

Photo: Ed Cope
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Prairie photo: Kim Johnsen
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Bluebird box 1 in the Anne Meyer Prairie Garden at the Nygren Wetland Preserve

Stewardship Wish List
■ ATV 4-Wheel or 6-Wheel
■ Truck (Lightweight, 4x4
and/or Heavy Duty)
■ Trailer
■ Tractor 100hp+
■ Construction Materials

■
■
■
■
■
■

Gas Grill
Lawnmower
Rope/Chain
Pop-Up Canopy Tents
Banquet Tables
Snow Blower P
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A Beautiful Thing…All because of you

wooded preserves and will continue to do
so through our land protection and
restoration efforts. Summer tanagers were

Photo: Zach Grycan

forests and woodlands that is supremely
camouflaged and often secretive. Though
shy, their beautiful song rings out in our

Continued from page 1

A volunteer uses a tractor to clear brush at Burr Oak Valley Preserve.

documented at Burr Oak Valley last summer
and are uncommon in the area; they can be
found mid canopy in open woodlands and
woodland edges.
We are working with the Illinois Nature
Preserves Commission to prepare an application
to dedicate this preserve as an official
Illinois Nature Preserve, and your help with
funding invasive species removal and control
is going a long way to ensure that this very
special place is protected in perpetuity.
Ongoing restoration efforts seek to
return the most degraded portions of the
site to healthy and resilient natural communities.
Ultimately, the goal is for the preserve to
serve as a functional ecosystem that supports
a diversity of life in prairie, barrens/savanna,
woodland, and stream habitats.
So thank you, thank you, thank you!
Your passion and dedication to this work
inspired a foundation! P

Volunteer at Land Stewardship Community Service Days

T

he land needs you! Do you love working
outside in the garden, removing brush,
planting, mowing, or helping with prescribed
burns? We’re looking for volunteers with all
types of skill sets, experiences, and a desire

to help manage or restore natural areas. We
also need help with carpentry, equipment
maintenance and repair, and operating
machinery like mowers, chainsaws, and brush
cutters. Call or email one of the site

contacts below for more information and to
sign up to help at one of the many monthly
and weekly stewardship days. Be sure to
bring a lunch, water, and wear sturdy shoes,
long sleeves, and pants. P

Land Stewardship Community Service Days Schedule
Location

Schedule

Staff or Site Steward to Call or Email Ahead

Burr Oak Valley Preserve

First Saturdays, 9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Second Mondays, 9:00 a.m. – Noon

Staff: Ed Cope, 815/601-4665, ecope@naturalland.org
Site Steward: Position Open

Howard D. Colman Dells
Nature Preserve

For scheduled days, contact
the Site Steward

Staff: Zach Grycan, 920/912-4338, zgrycan@naturalland.org
Site Steward: Chris Reisetter, reisetterc@gmail.com

Silver Creek Woods Preserve

Third Saturdays, 9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Site Steward: Dion Faith, 815/520-6916, Docfaith68@yahoo.com

Nygren Wetland Preserve

Every Wednesday, 9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Staff: Zach Grycan, 920/912-4338, zgrycan@naturalland.org -orStaff: Ed Cope, 815/601-4665, ecope@naturalland.org
Site Steward: Position Open

William & Gayle Keefer
Nature Reserve

Fourth Fridays, 9:00 a.m. – Noon

Staff: Zach Grycan, 920/912-4338, zgrycan@naturalland.org -orStaff: Ed Cope, 815/601-4665, ecope@naturalland.org
Site Steward: Position Open P
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2019 Annual Dinner
and presentation of the

George and Barbara Fell Award
Wednesday, March 13, 2019
Location: Giovanni’s Restaurant

610 N. Bell School Road, Rockford, Illinois

Prescribed Burn
Training Workshop

Photo: Christopher Reisetter

Y

ou’re invited to join us for the 2019 Annual Dinner and
presentation of the George and Barbara Fell Award. The social
hour starts at 5:30 p.m. with dinner at 6:30. The program will start at
7:15 with the award presentation, remarks from Executive Director,
Kerry Leigh, and guest speaker, Ed Collins. Ed currently works as the
Director of Land Preservation & Natural Resources at the McHenry
County Conservation District. He is a writer and keen observer of
nature. His writings reflect his deep understanding of the spiritual
aspects in the natural world. Two of Ed’s stories are featured in NLI’s
recently published poetry and prose anthology, NATURAL VOICES:
CELEBRATING NATURE THROUGH OPENED EYES.
Tickets to the Annual Dinner cost $45 each for NLI members and
$60 each for non-members (includes a one-time, one year introductory
membership). Tables of 10 are available
for $450 (NLI members) and $600 (nonmembers). A Table Sponsorship is
available for $1,000. Call 815/964-6666
for more information and to order tickets
or purchase online at www.NaturalLand.org
by March 6, 2019. Individual and
corporate event sponsorships are also
available. Contact Kim Johnsen at
kjohnsen@naturalland.org for more
information about all sponsorship
opportunities and to purchase an ad in
Sharp-Lobed Hepatica
the
program book.
(Hepatica nobis)

N

Sunday, March 31, 2019
Location: Nature at the Confluence
306 Dickop St., South Beloit, Illinois

atural Land Institute’s Director of Stewardship, Zach Grycan, and
Melissa Grycan, Restoration Ecologist for The Land Conservancy of
McHenry County, will lead the Prescribed Burn Training Workshop. Learn
how to conduct a prescribed burn and tips on best practices from both,
who are experienced prescribed burn managers. The workshop will be
based on Chicago Wilderness’ Midwest Ecological Prescription Burn
Crew Member Training Manual. Indoor Classroom Instruction will be
9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m., with topics including discussion of fire behavior
and suppression, effective use of hand and power tools, effective use of
water to aid fire suppression, conducting a prescribed burn, ecological
effects of fire. Lunch will be on your own, 12:00 – 1:00 p.m. Participants
will receive hands-on learning when they assist with a prescribed burn
(weather permitting) in the prairie at NLI’s Foss Farm, 1:00 – 3:00 p.m.
Cost: $60, includes the 155 page
Midwest Ecological Prescription Burn Manual.
Please register and pay by March 29, 2019 on our website calendar
(March 31), www.naturalland.org, call 815/964-6666, or send your name,
address, affiliation (if any) and payment to Natural Land Institute,
320 S. Third St., Rockford, IL 61104.
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Natural Land Institute’s Upcoming Events

